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. Sampling in Laboratory - 

theoretical accuracy and precision of al accuracy and precision of analytical results most or all the seeds 
in an accession od lot need to be analyzed for quality. Since it is not practically feasible, the san 
mentioned earlier, are followed to provide estimate as near to accuracy as possible to reveal quality 
portrait of the seed lot. To improve accuracy and at the same time to check the results analysis, at least 
two independent working samples should be taken and analyzed for each of different quality 
parameters. The results can be considered valid when the duplicate analysis within the tolerance limits ; 
viz. germination, purity.The submitted sample is divided in laboratory to obtain wor tests. The working 
sample can be obtained principally by five different methods. 

 

(i) Mechanical divider method. Seed dividing machines may be :  

(a) Boerner type  

(b) Riffle type  

 (c) Gamet type  

 

To divide a given quantity of seed sample in approximately two equal portions, the sample is mixed 
thoroughly by passing it through the divider followed by recombining the two portions repeatedly for 
two or more times. The sample is then reduced by passing it through the divider repeatedly and 
removing one portion on each run. This process of successive halving is repeated to obtain the working 
sample of required size. 
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(ii) Modified halving method. 

                                                 The apparatus is comprised of a tray fitted with a removable grid of equal 
size of cubicle cells. The cells are open at the top and closed at the bottom except that every alternate 
cubicle in a row is also opens at the bottom , The seed samote preliminary mixing is evenly poured over 
the grid, which is then lifted from the tray w approximately half of sample is left on the tray. The process 
is repeated to obtain the number quantity of working samples required. 



 

 

(iii) Random cups method.  

                                     Six to eight small cups of equal volume are placed at randon position on a tray . 
After preliminary mixing the seed is poured uniformly over the trzy The seeds in the cups constitute the 
working samples. The cup size varies depending on the type of seeds to be analyzed. 

 

 

(iv) Spoon method.  

                                   This method is followed with the help of a tray, a spatula and a spoon with a straight 
front edge. After preliminary mixing the seed sample is poured evenly on the trav, which must not be 
shaken afterwards. With the help of the spoon in one hand and the spatula in the other, a small portion 
of the seed is flatly filled in the spoon. Such sample is taken from net less than 5 random places in the 
tray to constitute one working sample. This method is permitted only for small seeded species. 

 



(v) Combined divider- 

                                         spoon method. The benefits of the mechanical divider and the spoon method are 
taken simultaneously for rapid reduction in size and accuracy in sampling respectively. This combination 
of methods allows rapid and efficient sampling of large accession of a variety. 

Precautions in Sampling  

1. A large sample is more representative of an accession (seed lot) than a wall sample. To avoid any bias 
in analytical result due to sampling, it is better to fix the submitted sample size to the extent which 
should not be large enough to put practical limitations to walysis in laboratories.  

2. The sample bags of seeds should be accurately labeled or marked with tecil.  

3. Care must be taken to provide the appropriate sample intensity for the size of the accession in hand. 

 4. The accession of seeds which are treated with poisonous fungicidelinsecticide should be accurately 
marked to inform the analyst of the potential hazard, 

 5. Submitted sample bags should be carefully closed after each Opening of a ver for drawing working 
sample. 

 

 Storing of samples 

 

The sample received in laboratory should be tested as soon as possible because storage in laboratory 
may result in loss of viability and germinability by moisture regain. Sorage may also  modify the 
dormancy status or increase the number of hard seeds as in the case of Leguminoccoe. If necessary, the 
submitted samples should be stored in a cool dehumidified room having protection against insects and 
rodents. Storage after testing should also be in room having temperature and numidity control facilities. 
The storage room should be primarily rat proof and steps should be laken for pest control. It should be 
air conditioned and dehumidified to 40% hurnidity at 20°C. These conditions are sufficient for storage 
for one year. The stored seeds are to be inspected regularly and those seed samples should be removed 
which have passed their prescribed storage period. Samples submitted for moisture test are not stored; 
but kept in the laboratory till the end of tests. 

 

 Seed sample  

A. Pure seeds  

B. Physical impurity: 



     1. Other crop seeds 

      2. Weed seeds 

       3. Inert matter 

C. Genetical impurities. 

1. Variant genotype of the same species  

2.other varieties. 

 

 


